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Presenter
Presentation Notes
IntroductionAs planned the ETI is coming to a soft stop over the next 2 years. As part of this process, a number of people have transferred to the Energy Systems Catapult, along with the a variety of capabilities and models developed as part of the ETI. 
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DHNs in the UK

• Heating buildings accounts for ~20% of UK CO2 emissions

• Heat networks offer an effective, long term and low carbon solution 
for areas of high heat density

• 56% of building heat demand is located in only 4% of the 
geographical area of the UK

• However, only 1-2% of buildings are currently connected to a DHN 
(which is low compared to other European countries, e.g. nearly 70% 
in Denmark)

2.9m

12.4m

For a cost effective energy system, heat networks need 
to be deployed in much greater quantities than they are 

now.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heat accounts for about 20% of UK CO2 emissions. In order to meet our carbon targets, we need to all but eliminate carbon from the sector. The cost effectiveness of decarbonisation pathways through electrification, hydrogen or other methods is still up for debate, but it is clear that all of our techno economic whole energy systems modelling at both national and local level support many other organisations that end up with a large chunk of heat demand being supplied by heat networks. Anywhere between 17% and 46% of heat demand.56% of heat demand is located in just 4% of the geographical area of the UK but the existing heat networks only connect 1-2% of buildings. We need to be connecting hundreds of thousands of homes per year in order to deliver a cost effective energy system to the UK. These networks needs to be installed within existing urban areas where buildings are less thermally efficient than new builds, where low temperature heat networks are already cost effective.
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Why UK DHN Deployment Currently Stands at only 1-2%

• The UK Government has identified that a key barrier to wider uptake of district heating is 
the high initial capital investment for network installation

• The DH distribution system can account for 60% or more of the overall DHN cost

• Installing heat network pipes in the UK is estimated to be up to £1000 per metre
– Excavating is expensive, causes disruption and needs to navigate sub-surface 

infrastructure
– Installing and welding pipes is labour intensive.
– The capital cost of the pipes themselves is substantial.

• Relatively high supply cost of HIUs (£1500 HIUs vs £500-1000 for gas boiler) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are numerous barriers to heat networks in the UK, including a lack of financial incentives compared to alternative low carbon technologies and the uncertainty caused by the natual monopolies currently created. However, the UK Government has identified that a key barrier to wider uptake is capital investment. Capital cost forms either a direct or indirect barrier to the majority of stakeholders within the sector. ETI analysis indicates that dependent on location, size and type of a heat network, the DH distribution system can account for 60% or more of the overall DHN cost. Reducing this capital cost will enable wider deployment of heat networks.Installing pipes in the UK is estimated to be up to £1000/mThe ITT references the following sources for the first bulletDECC, March 2013, The Future of Heating: Meeting the Challenge.Pöyry, 2009, The Potential and Costs of District Heating.The ITT references the following source for the third bulletThe Future of Heating: A strategic framework for low carbon heat in the UK’, DECC, 2012.
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Representative Network Costs

Pipes, 17%

Civils, 36%HIU and 
Connections, 

23%

Other, 8%

Development, 
8%

Prelims, 8%
Total CAPEX; 
• 72% from the network 
• 28% from the energy 

centre

Installation costs based on 
delivery of good practice in 
the UK (CIBSE/ADE Heat 
Networks Code of Practice)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using our Heat Network Cost Model we’ve found that in a representative network, the distribution network represents 72% of the total heat network costs. Of this 72% the high cost areas were civils, HIUs and connections, and Pipes themselves 
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The Heat Infrastructure Development Project

• Identify innovative solutions that would deliver a step 
change reduction in the capital cost of heat network 
infrastructure (whilst contributing to overall lifecycle cost 
reduction) 

• Results would be used to assess:
– what impact solutions could have
– where DHNs could be deployed economically
– what opportunities there are for technology 

development

and to inform stakeholders across the industry and 
policy makers

Installation of DH pipes
Courtesy of CPC Civils Ltd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ETI commissioned a project called Heat Infrastructure Project which finished at the end of last year. It set out to identify innovative solutions that would reduce the capital cost of heat networks  by a step change. Targeting 40% capital cost reduction whilst only improving other aspects. Focus on existing urban areasCompared to current good practice in UKThe aim was to assess the impact and opportunities for each innovation. 
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Project Team

• AECOM (PM): Experts in district heating design, civil 
engineering design and cost consultancy

• ENGIE: Market leader for district heating in the UK responsible 
for design, construction and operation of 7 major schemes 
including the Olympic Park

• Total Flow: Value proposition design and the industrialisation of 
processes and products

• COWI A/S: Major Danish consultancy with particular specialism 
in district heating DH design and operation

• Loughborough University: Range of academic expertise 
including experts in energy, buildings and civil engineering
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Overview

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stage 1 comprised the followingStakeholders’ requirements analysis for district heating – literature review, workshop and structured interviewsDefined baseline UK good practice design and constructionDeveloped a cost model of this baseline systemCompared UK practice vs internationalLiterature review to identify potential improvementsStage 2 comprised the followingSolutions generated and prioritised into green, amber & redDeveloped greens and integrated ambers where beneficialBroad evaluation criteria based on stakeholder requirementsStage 3 comprised the followingSelected green solutions based on size of benefits and/or the value a route map process providedScoped activities to commercial deploy solutionsIn general (to provide confidence in output)Engagement with Government, academia and industry to help both solution and route map development
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Route Map Development



Presenter
Presentation Notes
shows where the solutions fit into the DH distribution system and the typologies impactedA applies across the network – Knowledge Management Research and training – Lack of embedded knowledgeLittle coordination of expert knowledge, training and guidanceThe District Heating Knowledge Centre would provides co-ordination and funding for knowledge management, research and training at a national levelIt catalyses the impact of innovationsB-F focus on civils including installation of transmission and distribution pipeworkB identifies software innovations to support the implementation of new TRVs and more accurate prediction of peak demand to reduce flow rate and required pipe sizes – has a big impact on larger pipe sizesC identifies areas where excavation can be avoided by running heat networks along common walls on the front or rear of buildings – it’s a radical route that has high potential in specific typologies. D identifies the potential for trenchless technology to be applied to district heat networks in specific typologies where excavation costs are high and the risk below ground obstacles are low – also identifies two heat network specific innovations that would make trenchless more practicalE recognises that the incentive structures for thorough front end engineering design are currently not effective and focusses on putting a structure in place and demonstrating the cost impact to both clients and developersF shows the potential of sharing civil costs with other utilities. By recognising the areas of contention, this route map proposes ways that the costs of civil engineering could be shared – e.g. in parallel to water networks. G-H focus on HIU and heat storage within the buildingG shows the cost saving potential of Direct connections combined with existing hot water storage – a new HIU design is proposed and route to market developed. H explores how simplification and design for manufacture, value engineering and optimisation of HIUs can be reduced from £1500 to between £200 and £300.
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Trenchless Solutions Improved Front End Design Pipe Crossings

Shared Civils All HIU innovations Internal Connections

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The work showed the impacts that different solutions would have on areas within a heat network with HIU innovations making the largest impact in higher density areas and the low flow rate design having an impact on the larger pipe sizes in the transmission network and city centres. These solutions deliver approximately 32% cost reduction. When include the solutions with a positive capital cost impact that were not route mapped the cost reduction is estimated to be in the region of 40%
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Structure of the Route Maps – Example is Route Map G

COMMENCEMENT YEAR
1

YEAR 
2

YEAR 
3

YEAR 
4

YEAR 
5

Market alignment 

Development of a low-cost and
low-maintenance IND/INS HIU

Development of a low-cost 
plastic Primary Metering Module

Development of low-cost and
low-maintenance heat meterDevelopment of a combined 

control valve for the PMM

Market research of 
HIU requirements

Overall cost for development: £7.6 million

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each route map identifies a number of activities required to take the solutions to commercial deployment. These activities include a work programme, a team, timescales, costs, motivations for investment and the success criteria. These activities tend to fall into one of 4 categories: research, product development, demonstration and deployment at scale. They are about 15-20 pages long each with enough detail to both justify the programme and propose how to deliver it successfully. 
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Summary of Project Outcomes

• This project has identified innovation opportunities which could deliver around a 
40% reduction in the cost of DH networks

– This has the potential to save the UK an estimated £30billion in network capital costs

• Route Maps set out the activities to develop, implement and commercialise the solutions, in 
order to achieve widespread commercial deployment

– The route maps can be delivered in 4 years, with commercially-attractive industrial 
investment and some £10m of public funding support

– This sum is modest and significantly enhances impact of the investment in DHN construction 
through the £300m Heat Networks Investment Project (HNIP)

– Both public and private sector stakeholders have key leadership roles in implementation, to 
enable and take advantage of the changes required

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This project has identified and developed a broad range of innovation opportunities and technical solutions, which could deliver a step change reduction in the cost of DH networks of the order of 40%This has the potential to save the UK an estimated £30billion in network capital costs over the coming decadesRoute Maps have been defined, setting out the activities required for further development, implementation and commercialisation of the solutions, in order to achieve widespread commercial deploymentThe route maps can be delivered in 4 years, with commercially-attractive industrial investment and some £10m of public funding support for specific activitiesThis sum is modest, particularly as an investment to significantly enhance the impact of the planned investments in DHN construction through the £300m Heat Networks Investment Project (HNIP)Both public and private sector stakeholders have key leadership roles in implementation, to enable and take advantage of the changes required
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Publications

Summary report: Reducing the Capital Cost of District Heat Network Infrastructure

All available from the Energy Technologies Institute Website
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Thank You

Please get in touch with any questions

alex.buckman@es.catapult.org.uk
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